CHOICE OF WHEELS
GT SUPERLATE OR GT MAGS
DIAM. COMPE 990
3-PIECE CRANKS
GT ALLOY
DINO DRAIN PEGS
DINO BARS
HOT BRAKES
748g 93% 11
THE COOLEST CABLE DETANGLER

DYNO SEAT

DYNO SPIN TECH

BLEED + 418%

FRAME STAND PLATFORM

J FRAME STANDERS

* GREAT FOR STANDING ON! 
DYNO d-tour
Check it out, the new proven DYNO geometry combined with hot new '87 freestyle components. This DYNO thrives on the huge airs that Dave Voelker pulls off. So do you want to get rad...? Then jam on down to your local cool dealer and upgrade your image!

Dave Voelker
the Dinky Dyno
New from the dudes at DYNO comes the Dinky. Just as rad as the factory guy’s bikes but scaled down to use 16 inch wheels; especially for the junior radster. Comes ready to shred with cool components including rear caliper brakes, freestyle handlebars, DYNO design frame/fork set and spoked wheels.

the DYNO Compe
This bike is designed to handle everything you’re capable of throwing at it; from simple pogo-hops to blasting street airs off the curb. The dependable spoked wheels combined with a killer rotor system make this scoot perfect for jammin’ to the store and having fun on the way.
Stand Out from the UL visors! The stylin' peak glows neon on the street or track.

UL plates blast the UL plates with your trickiest stickers, show how fast you really are.

t-shirts get noticed! Look cool! Wear 'em big! Feel good.

Gloves don't slip off your bike during aggro tricks. Wear adhesion gloves, choose from black, white or blue.

Pants save your legs from looking like you've been attacked by the cement or the dirt. Look like a nice guy with DYNO pants.

DYNO 15552 Container Lane Huntington Beach CA 92649 (714) 991-1451
Send $6 for stickers, decals, posters.
Crowd ... with DYNO

jackets
keep your bod
sealed from
wind, rain, snow
or any other
 unidentified
flying object.
(food, dirt clods,
wasser balloons,
etc.)

helmets
we've got
helmets in
yellow, black and
white, perfect
for racing or
freestyle with
the clean DYNO
designed
graphics.
available in both
full and open-
face complete
with euro-style
visor.

UL jerseys
these jammin'
new UL jerseys
show the crowd
you're a dude.

bags
carry your
smelly uniform,
food, money or
whatever you
can stuff in it. if
you're not into
black, grab a
blue or a red one.

shoes
they're strong,
they skip, they
fit, they're light,
they're colorful,
they are fishy,
they're DYNO
sport shoes.

pads
what protects
your body and
makes your bike
look rad at the
same time? ... the UL pads, go
get some, dude!
DYNO Re-Defines the

strength

(strength) n.
1. physical durability
2. the new handlebars from DYNO design, capable of withstanding the tremendous forces commonly associated with freestyle. See no-slip knurling — low crossbar — proven freestyle bend. [Available in: chrome, white, blue, lavender, black, day-glow pink and orange] 3. the force of effectiveness: the ability to affect something
Freestyle Dictionary

**style** (stīl) n. 1. a distinctive quality; individuality; seat post from DYNO. 2. the Drain Pipe availability in all the new colors, this new post will add a new dimension to your scoot. 3. a manner of expression - art

**tricky** (trī'kē) adj. 1. tricky, tricky; test. 2. tricky, skill. 3. tricky, difficult. 4. tricky, difficult. 5. tricky, skill. 6. tricky, difficult. 7. tricky, difficult. 8. tricky, difficult. 9. tricky, difficult. 10. tricky, difficult.

**function** (funk'shən) n. 1. a special performance. 2. the DYNO's function. 3. to act in a required manner. 4. to act in a required manner. 5. to act in a required manner. 6. to act in a required manner. 7. to act in a required manner. 8. to act in a required manner.

**design** (diz'n) vt. 1. to design a pattern or out a line. 2. to plan and carry out in a skillful way. 3. to sketch a pattern or out a line. 4. to make original plans.
LIMITED WARRANTY

DYNO Bicycles Inc. warrants the replacement of any original part due to defect in material and workmanship of this DYNO bicycle. This warranty shall continue in full force and effect for a period of ninety (90) days from the provable date of purchase. Such purchase to be documented by original sales slip or other proof of purchase by such owner.

DYNO Bicycles Inc. will replace without charge any original part that is determined by DYNO Bicycles Inc. to be defective under the terms of this warranty. However, transportation and dealer labor charges are not covered hereunder.

Claims under this warranty must be made through an authorized DYNO Bicycles Inc. dealer who must also install the replacement part. To locate an authorized DYNO dealer, write to DYNO Bicycles Inc., 15552 Container Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92647, or call (714) 895-5589.

Failure due to accident, abuse, neglect, normal wear, improper assembly, improper fit, maintenance by other than an authorized DYNO dealer or use of parts inconsistent with the use originally intended for the bicycle as sold, are not covered by this warranty.

There are no other warranties or guarantees expressed or implied made by DYNO Bicycles Inc. on this bicycle. The sole and exclusive liability of DYNO Bicycles Inc. and/or any of its authorized dealers, affiliates or agents pursuant to this warranty shall be for the repair or replacement of the defective part, rectitud or consequential damages are expressly excluded hereunder.

NOTICE: The user assumes the risk of any personal injuries, damage to or failure of the bicycle and any other losses if DYNO bicycles are used in any competitive event, including bicycle racing, or in bicycle motocross, dirt biking or similar activities. DO NOT USE DYNO bicycles for stunt riding, ramp jumping, acrobatics or similar activities, or with motors as power driven vehicles. This warranty does not cover any personal injuries, damage to or failure of the bicycle, exerciser, or other product, or other losses, due to accident, misuse, neglect, abuse, normal wear, improper assembly or improper maintenance.

Freestyle and racing stunts were performed by DYNO’s professional racing and freestyle team, who are specially trained and safety equipped to perform these advanced stunts. These stunts should not be attempted without proper training, safety equipment and adult supervision. Always wear a protective helmet, gloves, and padded clothing when riding your bicycle.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

© 1987 DYNO Products, Inc.